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Grade 10 -Third Term Test 2019 

                                                                  Part 1 

Section A 

(i) (a) A Bird Came down the Walk by Emili Dickinson 

(b) The bird that came down the walk/ The bird 

The bird finding his own food at his walk/ The bird finding own food from nature/ 

The bird enjoying food found on his own from nature 

(c) The self-sufficiency of nature/ nature is self assured and powerful/ nature is self-

sufficient and has its own dignity. 

       (ii)       (a) The Eagle by Alfred Lord Tennyson 

      (b) The eagle 

                        On the top of a mountain. 

       (c) His powerfulness/ His higher position/his superiority 

      (iii)       (a)  The Terrorist, He is Watching by Wislawa Symborska 

                   (b)  The speaker -The narrator 

  him -The terrorist 

       (c) He is fearful and helpless/ mechanical/ He has no empathy. 

       (iv)     (a)The extract “Wave “ by Sonali Deraniyagala 

                 (b)  I- the narrator/ the woman affected/a mother/Steve’s wife/a mother of two 

                        children 

                      them-the parents of the narrator 

                 (c)The speaker acts instinctively/she acts without reasoning/fear and panic/ 

      (v)         (a) The Lumber Room by Saki 

                 (b)Nicholas speaks to the aunt 

                (c)tricking at the aunt’s absurd behaviour/insulting the aunt at her hypocrisy/hints at  

             irresponsible and insensitive nature of the aunt/ridiculing the aunt/has a sarcastic tone     

             and attitude towards the aunt 



        (vi)     (a)The Bear by Anton Chekhov 

                  (b )Popova to Luka 

                  (c)    The speaker/Popova is emotional.She weeps for her late husband.She has a   

                          strong   determination to mourn for the rest of her life . 

 

 

            Section B 

 

(a)    (i)Jagan meeting cousin and asking/pleading the cousin to help him find information 

about his son /Mali 

                 (ii)The speaker/Jagan suffers a lot due to the lack of communication between him 

                      and his son .His son avoids him as much as possible. 

                 (iii)  (a) grateful – thankful 

     (b)straying   -wandering away from the right path/separating/deviating 

                (iv)Jagan’s great love towards his son.He is very much concerned about his son while 

                      Mali neglects /avoids him in every possible way.This hurts him very much. 

          

(b) (i)The narrator with his family moving from Depanama to their new house in Egodawa 

-tta 

The speaker – the narrator of the story 

(ii)to get a bus to Wijerama junction/to wait for the bus to their new residence 

             (iii)    (a) vicious  -cruel/dangerous 

   (b)defied  -showed no fear or respect/openly disobedient     

             (iv)mutually satisfying bond/loving and caring/intimate/close/genuine/affectionate  

                   relationship 

(c) (i)they-the boys in the Christ Church 

    Prey –Edward Tudor /The prince of Wales 

(ii) Edward after fleeing from the palace wearing Tom’s rags caught up by the mob and 



then get deserted from them and come to the Christ Church which was given for 

poor children by his father and commands the lads in the church to inform their 

master that Edward ,prince of Wales desires to speak with him which made the boys 

laugh and mock at him. 

(iii)  (a) with boisterous mirth –with an unruly/wild/noisy/fun or joy 

(b)mock homage – fake respect/honour 

       (iv)        speaker –rude/cruel/unkind/sarcastic condemning Edward Tudor 

                     Edward  Tudor –We feel very sorry about him/has become helpless/not knowing  

                   the cruelties of the society 

 

            

 

 

 


